HOMES

CONNECTED

FAMILY AFFAIR

A MULTI-GENERATION HOME COMBINES THE BENEFITS OF LIVING SIDE BY SIDE
WITH THE LUXURY OF SEPARATE SPACES FAMILY MEMBERS CAN RETREAT TO
STORY & STYLING KYLIE JACKES PHOTOGRAPHY JOHN DOWNS
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Three generations live
under one roof in this
unique double home
belonging to Brisbane
couple Mohammed and
Fatema, their children Yusuf
and Esa, and Mohammed’s
parents, Farida and Ebrahim.
Set over a 750sqm floor plan,
there’s cohesion between
both homes, yet each reflects
their own style. Mohammed
and Fatema’s living room
sets the tone for their modern
palettes. “We immediately
loved this Prudence Caroline
print when we saw it and
a lot of the colour in the
house was inspired by it,”
says Mohammed. Another
favourite piece is the slick
custom entertainment unit
by Christopher Blank and
Darren James.

KITCHEN Not surprisingly, family life revolves around the

kitchen (below & opposite) where Fatema and Mohammed are
often kept busy preparing snacks for Yusuf (all pictured). The
island is topped in Sparkling White Corian, with feature panels
and cabinetry in spotted-gum veneer to add warmth and
texture. Black pendants from LAD Group and stools from Janie
Collins Interiors complement the black splashback, while
a Gessi gooseneck pull-out tap and a Zip Tap were included
for added convenience. “Because the kitchen is open-plan and
connected to the dining area, we didn’t want the fridge to be
visible, so it’s tucked round the side in a galley area with extra
storage, which serves as a scullery,” explains Mohammed.
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t’s not every day architect Glenn Bliesner
gets a brief to design two houses under one
roof, with an entertaining area large enough
to accommodate 50 or so for regular family
dinners. Yet, that’s exactly what Brisbane
couple Mohammed and Fatema wanted. “In our
culture, it’s traditional for a son to look after his
parents, so when Fatema and I began planning to
start our own family, we approached Glenn
to build a dream home which was large enough
for us all to live,” explains Mohammed.
Four years later the house has been built and the
family has grown with the arrival of sons Yusuf,
two, and little Esa, just three months old. “It just
works so well!” says Fatema of the clever
connection to Mohammed’s parents Farida and
Ebrahim’s home. “After breakfast Yusuf might
pop over to his grandparents for a little play before
we go out, but he’ll knock on their door. From the
beginning it’s always felt like two separate houses,
but it’s comforting to know we’re so close.”
Design was key in creating a harmonious
arrangement that offered the flexibility to both
close off and open up the houses, and it was
Glenn’s concept of joining two buildings divided
by a central atrium and internal gardens that won
everyone over. “By combining the layout under
one roof, it gave us a much larger shared
entertaining area, which was really important,”
says Mohammed. “We have Friday night dinners
with extended family and a genius part of the
design was creating the edges of the raised garden
beds in the atrium, so they double as informal

dining tables. We just bring out chairs and sit
around under the palms.” With an impressive
soaring ceiling and statuesque trees, the atrium
also forms the communal entrance, with sliding
doors on either side leading to the split-level
homes, each with their own kitchen, bathrooms,
bedrooms, living areas and deck.
For a cohesive feel, key materials such as
flooring, wall colour, tiles and fixtures were kept
consistent throughout, yet the team from Darren
James Interiors were enlisted to individualise each
home with beautiful soft furnishings, custom
pieces and artwork. “You can definitely tell who
lives where,” says Mohammed of the differing
styles. “My parents are very traditional and
sophisticated, so special pieces they’ve had for 40
years were incorporated into the design, whereas
Fatema and I wanted a more contemporary feel
and weren’t afraid of bold colour.”
A favourite finish is spotted gum, which was
used generously on the floor, ceiling and walls to
deliver warmth and depth, while texture was
introduced with draping curtains, oversized rugs,
potted greenery and accents in bright pops of blue
and orange. Thrilled with every element of the
home, from its location to its timeless style, it’s
evident the most important aspect is the home’s
connectivity. “My brother Ismail and his wife
Sohaila live just a few houses down, and it’s lovely
for Yusuf and Esa to be surrounded by so much
family,” says Mohammed. “The beauty of the
home’s design is we can lead separate lives, but
easily come together as often as we want.”
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“IT WAS MY
TO
dream
HAVE A MORETON BAY
FIG IN THE
, BUT
atrium
ITS ROOT SYSTEM WOULD
HAVE DESTROYED THE
, SO WE WENT
foundations
WITH KENTIA
palms
INSTEAD” ~ MOHAMMED

KITCHEN

Frosted glass doors on either side
of the central atrium stack back to
reveal the kitchens of both homes
(above). “All my mum really wanted
was a big bench, because she loves
cooking,” says Mohammed of the
luxuriously long island, which like
their own, is formed in Sparkling
White Corian with integrated sinks
and grooves for draining dishes.
ATRIUM

For Fatema, Yusuf and his
grandmother Farida (all pictured,
top right) the living arrangement
enables easy catch-ups. “It means
we have babysitters handy,” says
Fatema, “but we’ve never wanted it to
feel like an obligation or expectation
for Mohammed’s parents to look
after the kids. Farida and Ebrahim
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love seeing the boys whenever they
want.” A regular get-together is
Friday night dinners, often enjoyed
around the timber garden ledges in
the atrium. Floors finished in Triboo
Smoke tiles and walls in Lava Stone
Bricks from Austral Bricks provide
the space with a modern touch.
DINING TABLE

From the artwork and dining chairs
through to smaller pieces such as
these resin bowls from Dinosaur
Designs (right), the selections made
by David James and Elissa Greer of
Darren James Interiors won over the
couple. “They instantly understood
our style and we loved everything
they chose,” says Fatema. “For
budget reasons, we did consider
dropping a few things, but in the end
went with the lot!” adds Mohammed.
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DINING ROOM

The warm tones of spotted gum
on the floor and ceiling define the
dining zone in the open-plan space.
A marble-topped dining table from
King Living, teamed with black
Carver Chairs from Stylecraft, is
large enough for “smaller family
get-togethers”, says Mohammed.
Sliding doors open on to a side
garden where tiger grass and a
mix of tropical plants provide
greenery – and if the afternoon sun
gets too harsh, custom charcoal
blockout curtains can be pulled
across. “We wanted something
which had a linen look without the
price tag and found a great fabric
from Basford Brands Filigree range,
which is UV stable,” says Fatema.

WE LOVE...

organic layers

With a preference for natural
materials, Fatema couldn’t
resist 100 per cent European
flax linen bedding from
Cultiver. “It was my little
indulgence,” she says. “I love
the naturalness of the look and
it feels completely different.
It’s just beautiful.” Visit
cultiver.com.au.

“OFTEN I’LL LOOK
AND SAY
around
TO FATEMA ‘I CAN’T
THIS IS OUR
believe
HOUSE’” ~ MOHAMMED

MAIN BEDROOM

When planning the orientation of the
main bedroom (opposite), the couple
had their sights set on capturing the
leafy vista at the back of their block.
To maximise the outlook, a bank
of louvred windows runs along the
southern wall, with a bench seat below
topped in upholstered cushions in
Unique Fabrics’ Hillside. Spotted-gum
detailing on the wall adds a textural
element and a touch of warmth.

THROW (THIS PAGE) ADAIRS

ENSUITE

The couple’s ensuite pairs black
and white to great effect (top left &
right). At the bathing end, a Caroma
Gem freestanding bath from Harvey
Norman Commercial with a floor
spout is surrounded by Atlas Concorde
‘Marvel’ Calacatta tiles from Uptiles.
A trailing ivy atop a plant stand
thrives in the abundant natural light,

while soft towels from Saarde add
a little luxe. In contrast, the opposite
end of the ensuite has a wall of Tribeca
Charcoal tiles paired with a floating
vanity in Polytec Black Wenge that
is topped with black Caesarstone.
“We used the same mix of materials
in all the bathrooms as we thought
you can’t go wrong with classic black
and white,” explains Mohammed.
YUSUF’S ROOM

Neutral tones create a serene backdrop
for two-year-old Yusuf’s bedroom (left).
To enliven walls painted in Dulux
Snowy Mountain Quarter, Fatema
used wall stickers from The Lovely
Wall Co. en masse to resemble
wallpaper. Alongside Yusuf’s Boori
timber cot stands a teepee from
Cattywampus – it’s a chill-out zone
filled with comfy cushions where
he loves to sit and play.
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CONTEMPORARY CRUSH
OUTDOOR
LIVING AREA

A favourite spot
in the warmer months
is the well-equipped
outdoor area
overlooking the
home’s verdant
backdrop and lap
pool. Norr Charcoal
tiles from Classic
Ceramics were a
great easy-care
option, while an
outdoor King Living
lounge and orange
Cafe Culture chairs
provide a spot to sit
back and relax while
the barbecue fires up.
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INSIDE STORY

MOHAMMED & FATEMA’S HOME
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Who lives here?
Mohammed, a company director; his wife
Fatema, an occupational therapist; children
Yusuf, two, and baby Esa; and Mohammed’s
parents, Ebrahim and Farida.
What is the best thing about sharing
a home with your parents?
Mohammed: “Having them close by means we
can always be sure they’re okay as they get older
and they also get to spend so much time with
their grandchildren, which they love.”
Biggest splurge?
Fatema: “The amazing TV cabinet designed by
Darren James and Christopher Blank. It’s so
functional and perfectly suits the living area.”
How do you like to entertain?
Mohammed: “We love having people round
and get-togethers can range anywhere from
five to 50 people. Mum will either cook up a big
Indian spread or I’ll put on a barbecue.”
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ACTUAL PAINT COLOURS MAY VARY ON APPLICATION
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CONTACTS

Interior Design
Darren James Interiors,
(07) 3899 0627,
darrenjames.com.au
Architect
Glenn Bliesner
of Rhuben Design,
0401 619 444,
rhuben.com.au
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1. A blue glass vase from Boyd Blue
and resin vases from Dinosaur Designs.
2. Mohammed and Yusuf at the front
entry, which features Lava Stone
Bricks from Austral Bricks.
3. A Wabe Wall Planter from Oblica
creates a sophisticated green wall.
4. For a timeless, luxe feel 800mm x
800mm ‘Marvel’ Calacatta tiles by
Atlas Concorde from Uptiles work
a treat in bathrooms.
5. A Ziegler and Brown Turbo Elite
barbecue from Barbeques Galore
caters for casual family dinners.
6. Hot Mesh outdoor chairs from Blu
Dot add colour to the poolside deck.
7. Spotted gum sourced from Awesome
Timber Floors, used throughout.
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